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school, sales flyers, coupons, etc. that show up the week before go into the coming
Monday’s file folder. Say that Monday is the 14. I have a sticky note that I put on folder 14
to remind me that’s where I’ll put all the papers I will be filing on that day.
2. Monday the 14 I go through all those papers, work on them or file them, and then
move the sticky note to folder 21—the next Monday when I will be doing paperwork.
Here are some examples of things I do with those little slips of paper:
•
•
•
•

Make a list of errands
See what sales are coming up
Note bills that need to be paid (or filed for later)
Jot down things I need to put on the calendar

I check to see if I can (or must) take care of any of these items immediately. When I open
my mail, I always do it with my recycle basket, calendar, and Life Organization File (LOF)
right next to me. Dates get entered on the calendar, papers are recycled, and forms, bills,
and important paperwork are dropped into the LOF.
So, say you have a pile of papers just sitting on your desk. Here is how I would go through
that pile with my LOF:
• Bills—Put these in the coming Monday’s file.
• Invitation to a party two months away on October 10—Put that in the October file.
When you get to October, you will put everything in that file into the numbered file
folders.
• Sales flyers—Put those in next Monday’s file so you can create your shopping list based
on what’s on sale.
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Some Additional Tips
• You know how you come across a great recipe for Christmas cookies on January 15? Clip out
that recipe and drop it in your December file. It will be waiting for you next holiday season.
• Find the perfect Maxine card for your sister, but her birthday is still months away? Buy it now
(saving you an emergency trip to the store) and place it in her birthday month’s file.
• See a great article on the Internet on flowerpot painting and want to try it out when you visit
your mom in May? Just drop it in the May file, and you’ll remember to take it with you.
• Once a year I go on a greeting-card buying spree. I buy cards that are just right for the people
in my life, and some general ones to have on hand. The Current catalog is a great resource for
general cards. When I get the cards home, I address them and stamp the envelopes, but do not
sign them until I’m ready to mail them. I want my greetings to be fresh and interesting.
• This filing system also makes a great gift for an older family member who likes to send cards.
Show them your file first to see if it’s something they would use. Some of my relatives in their
nineties have better memories than I do and have no need for a file system!
• When I look through a catalog and see a gift idea, I rip it out and put it in the appropriate file.
Even if I don’t end up purchasing that exact item, it’s nice to have ideas.
• The files are a great place to store directions to events such as weddings and parties. You can
even keep tickets to future events in the appropriate month’s file (instead of having them hang
out on the fridge for four months).
I also have a selection of thank-you notes, thinking-of-you cards, and a few sympathy cards on
hand for last-minute needs.

For more great ideas and resources on getting
your home and life organized,
Go to our website at www.kathilipp.com

